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Abstract 
We prove the following three theorems on the enumeration degrees of Cg sets. Theorem A: 
There exists a nonzero noneuppable C!j’ enumeration degree. Theorem B: Every nonzero Ai 
enumeration degree is cuppable to 0: by an incomplete total enumeration degree. Theorem C. 
There exists a nonzero low Ai enumeration degree with the an~icupping property. 
1, Introduction 
Intuitively, a set A is enumeration reducible to a set B if there is some effective 
procedure for enumerating A, given any enumeration of B. This is usually formalized 
(following [ 11, 181) via the notion of an enumeration operator: an enu~er~~jo~ per- 
ator (or simply an e-operator) is a mapping @ : 2” ---+ 2” for which there exists a 
recursively enumerable set W such that, for each set B, 
tliB = {x : (3u)[(x,za) E W&D, c I?]>, 
where D, denotes the finite set with canonical index u. 
caption 1.1. Given sets A,B, we say that A is exoneration re~~ci~l~ (or, simply, 
e-reducible) to 3 (notation: A Ge B) if there exists some e-operator Q, such that A=@. 
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It is easily seen that Ge is a preordering relation. Let se denote the equivalence 
relation generated by Ge. The z+equivalence class of a set A (denoted by [Ale) is 
called the e~~~e~a~~on degree (or, simply, the e-degree) of A. We get in the usual 
way a degree structure (a,,, G}, where T), is the collection of all e-degrees and G 
is defined by [A& 6 [& if and only if A <e B. In fact B, is an upper semilattice 
with least element 0, and binary operation U: the least element 0, is the e-degree of 
the r.e, sets and [.418 U [IlIe = [A @ BIG, with A $ B = (2x : x E A} U {2x + 1 : x E B}. 
We recall that the Turing degrees can be embedded in the e-degrees, via the mapping 
z([h]r) = [cJe, where, for every set A, [A]T denotes the Turing degree of A, and CA 
denotes the chamcte~stic knction of A (as usual lotions and partial unctions are 
identified in this context with their graphs): the mapping t is in fact an embedding 
of upper semilattices preserving the least element. The e-degrees in the range of I are 
said to be total. The reader may consult [7] for an extensive survey and bibliography 
on the e-degrees. 
Cooper [5] and McEvoy [13] define a notion of jump on the e-degrees: given the 
e-degree a let us denote with a' the jump of a. For this notion of jump, we have that 
0: = Lx]&, where k? is the complement of the halting set. Let G = a,( <Oi). Cooper 
and McEvoy show that 6 coincides with the collection of the C% e-degrees, i.e. the 
e-degrees of Cg sets. In this paper we investigate some natural questions concerning 
the algebraic structure of G , which is an upper semilattice with least element and 
greatest element. More precisely: is it true that for every a,& E G such that Ir < a, 
there exists some c such that a = b U c? Is this true when a = O:? 
Definition 1.2. An e-degree a f G has the a~t~c~p~i~~ property if 
(3b)[O, < b < a& (k 6 a)[a < b u c * fz G cl]. 
A related definition is the following: 
Definition 1.3. An e-degree a E B is called noncuppable if a < 0: and for no b < 0: 
do we have 0: = a u b. 
Clearly the existence of nonzero noncuppable -degrees below 0: is equivalent o 
0: having the anticupping property. The dual situation (giving rise to the notion of a 
noncuppable -degree) has been studied by Cooper and Sorbi [lo] who show the ex- 
istence of noncuppable -degrees. In the recursively enumerable Turing degrees, Yates 
and Cooper (see [4]) showed that 0’ has the anticupping property. Harrington showed 
that every r.e. high degree has the anticupping property, as proved by Miller [14]. On 
the other hand (see [ 16, 171) the dt Turing degrees are complemented. 
We show in this paper that 0: has the ~ticupping property. Let c3 = {a E G : a 
is noncuppable). Clearly, 3 is an ideal of 6 . We therefore show that 3 is a proper 
ideal. 
We also show that for every nonzero di e-degree a (i.e. an e-degree containing 
some A; set) there exists a di (in fact total) e-degree b such that 0: = a u b, hence 
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every nonzero di e-degree is cuppable. Hence 3 - (0,) consists only of properly 
C!j e-degrees (i.e. e-degrees below 0: containing no di set). For other examples of 
properly Ci e-degrees see e.g. [8]. Since there are minimal pairs consisting of d: e- 
degrees (see e.g. [2], which shows that there exist intermediate di e-degrees a,b such 
that a U b = 0: and a n b = 0,; or see [9], which shows that every minimal pair of r.e. 
Turing degrees, in which one of the elements is low, corresponds, under the above- 
mentioned embedding z, to a pair of II! e-degrees which constitute a minimal pair in 
the e-degrees), it follows that 3 is not a prime ideal. 
The existence of e-degrees strictly below 0: with the anticupping property is a con- 
sequence of a result of Ahmad (announced in [l]), stating the existence of nonzero low 
e-degrees that cannot be split: any such e-degree has clearly the anticupping property. 
Since no proof is available in the literature of Ahmad’s result, in Section 4, we give 
a direct construction of a nonzero low e-degree with the anticupping property. 
Our references for recursion theory are [ 18, 19, 151. Throughout the paper we will 
refer to some fixed acceptable numbering {K : e E co} of the recursively enumerable 
(r.e.) sets; we therefore obtain a corresponding listing {Qe : e E co} of the e-operators. 
For every e, we will consider some finite recursive approximation {W,,, : s E w} to 
K (in fact, the relation x E &,, is recursive in x,e, s, and each @,, is finite, and 
the sequence {K,, : s E w} is nondecreasing); we get corresponding finite recursive 
approximations { @e,s : s E w} to the e-operator Qe, for each e. We will indicate by 
{E” : s E co} the Z7: approximation to I? defined by I’? = {x : x E I? &x d s}, where 
{K* : s E co} is a finite recursive approximation to K as before. We sometimes identify 
a given finite set with its canonical index, thus writing for instance (x,D) to denote 
the number (x, u), where u is the canonical index of D. 
Let {Bi : i E co} be a standard listing of the Ci sets. We will refer to Ci approxi- 
mations {BS : s E w} to each Bi, i.e. Bi = {x : (3t)(Vs 2 t)[x E I$]}, where the relation 
x E Bs is recursive in i,x,s, and each Bf is finite (see e.g. [12] for a proof that these 
approximations exist). Unless otherwise specified, given an e-operator Qe and a Ci set 
Bi, by {@$ : s E w} we mean the Ci approximation to @ described in Cooper and 
McEvoy [9, Proposition 51. 
An e-degree a E 6 is said to be low if a’ = 0:. In Section 4 we will refer to the 
following characterization of low e-degrees shown in [9]: a is low if and only if there 
exist a set A E a and a C; approximation {AS : s E co} to A such that (Ve)[lim, @$e)] 
exists. 
2. A noncuppable enumeration degree below 0: 
In this section we prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.1. There exists a noncuppable Ci e-degree a > 0,. 
Proof. The construction aims to satisfying the requirements described as follows. 
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2.1. The requirements 
We want to construct a .X$’ set A, and a Ci set C satisfying, for all i, k E o, the 
following requirements: 
p. . c = yJf@1 j K = r?, 
ik’: A# Wk, 
where {( Yi,Bi) : i E o} is a recursive enumeration of all pairs of e-operators and Ci 
sets, respectively, and Ti is an e-operator to be constructed. 
Requirements of the form Pi, for some i, are called P-requirements; requirements 
of the form Nk, for some k, are called N-requirements. 
We observe that satisfaction of all P-requirements ensures that for no incomplete Ci 
set B can we have that x <, A $ B, otherwise, for some Y we would get C = YABB, 
being C Qe i?, thus getting i? Qe B. (We will in fact satisfy C = YteB1 =+ K =* r?, 
where =* denotes equality modulo a finite set.) 
The priority ordering of the requirements is given by 
PO < No < P, < N, < . . . 
2.1.1. The strategy for Pi 
(For simplicity, in the following drop the subscript i.) 
We take action on a number z when all numbers z’ < z have been chosen and 
currently reside at 5. or 8. of the atomic module below. 
1. ChoosezEK-TB; 
2. Choose a number c, and define c, E C; 
3. Wait for c, \ YAeB, via, say, some axiom (c,,DA @ DB) E Y; 
4. Enumerate (z,DB) E r; 
5. While z E i?, keep c, E C, and if z /” TB, then go to 3.; 
6. If z /” K then enumerate and restrain DA 5 A for each existing axiom (c,,DA $ 
DB) E Y used to define axioms (z,DB) E r, and extract c, from C; 
7. Wait for z /” rB; 
8. Remove A-restraints imposed at 6., and wait for z E PB, following which return 
to 6. 
Analysis of outcomes: The outcome associated with 3. is finitary and guarantees 
that C # YAeB, via c, E C - YAaB. The outcome at 7. is finitary, and guarantees that 
c # YA@B, via c, E YAeB - C. A n infinite loop through 5. guarantees that C # YABB, 
via c, E C - YAeB. All the other outcomes guarantee that the equation E(z) = P(z) is 
preserved: notice that an infinite loop through 8. yields z I$ PB. 
2.1.2. The strategy for Nk 
We say that a witness x for Nk is realized at a stage s if x E WkS. The atomic 
strategy for Nk can be sketched as follows. (For simplicity, drop the subscript k.) 
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1. Choose a new unrealized witness x; 
2. While x 4 W, keep x E A; 
3. Extract x from A. 
Analysis of outcomes: Satisfaction of the requirement N ensures that x E A # x $J! W. 
The outcome at 2. gives x E A - W; the outcome at 3. gives x E W - A. 
The requirement P deals with the N-requirements of higher priority via the tree of 
outcomes. 
2.2. The tree of outcomes 
The tree of outcomes is the set T = 2<” of all binary strings. Given any (T E T, let 
/r~( denote the length of o. 
The requirement assignment function R : T - 8 is given by R, = Pi if IdI = 2i 
andR,=Nk if lol=%+l. 
Given CJ E T, we say that (T is a P-node if R, is a P-requirement; we say that CT is 
an N-node if R, is an N-requirement. 
Finally, let {&, : cr E T} be a recursive partition of w into infinite recursive sets, and 
for every c E T, let {c(o,z) : z E w} be a recursive bijection of w with c,. 
The intended meanings of the tree outcomes are the following. We first analyze the 
case of a P-node IS. Assume R, = Pi, and drop the subscript i. 
l The outcome 1 is finitary and corresponds to the case of some number z 4 jk;; for 
which we have c, E Y A*’ - C: see 7. of the basic module for Pi; 
l The outcome 0 is usually infinitary; it corresponds to the case of an infinitary suc- 
cessful rectification of r (in case C = YAceB), or to the case of some number z E i?, 
for which we have c, E C - ul, Aa@ In the latter case, the outcome is finitary, when .
corresponding to 3. of the basic module; it is infinitary when due to an infinite loop 
through 5. of the basic module. 
If r~ is an N-node, then the tree outcome 1 corresponds to the case of an un- 
realized witness, otherwise the tree outcome corresponds to the case of a realized 
witness. 
2.3. Notation and terminology for strings 
We use standard terminology and notations for strings. In particular, given (T, z E T, 
let CJ 5 5 if and only if either (r C z or y(a, z) J and o(y(a, 7)) < z(y(a, z)), where 
y(r~,z) = py. [y < 1~1, JzI. o(y) # T(Y)]. We say that (T is to the left of z (notation: 
g -+ 7) if CT li; z, but CJ $ Z. Given a string (T and a number y, the symbol 
CJ 1 y denotes the initial segment of CT having length y. If /(T/ > 0, then let CT- = 
@ f jcF/ - I. 
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2.4. The construction 
The constrnction is by steps. At step s we define a string 6, f T, together with the 
values of several parameters. We also define a finite set AS and a cofinite set CS, so 
that the sequences {AS : s E co} and {C” : s E cu} are .‘Zi approximations to sets A and 
C, respectively, satisfying the requirements. In fact, we will ensure that { Cs : s E CD} is 
a @-approximation to C, starting with Co = CO. At any given stage of the construction 
we say that a number is new if it is bigger than all numbers o far considered in the 
construction. 
For every string (T, the parameter F(o,s) will denote a finite set that we want to 
“fix” pe~anently in A (either in response to the outcome associated with 6. of the 
basic module for Pi, if R,- = Pi and ~7 = 6’ * 1; or on behalf of our attempt o fix 
in A some potential witness for Iv, that never gets realized, i.e. never gets enumerated 
into wk, if R,- = Nk and o = o- * 1); the parameter E(o,s) will consist of a realized 
witness for Nk, if R,- = Nk, which we want to keep out of A. 
If o is a P-node, R, = Pi say, then at step s we define a line Y(a, S) of numbers, 
linearly ordered by the line ordering 4:: we let e(cr,s) be the first element of the line 
with respect o this line ordering, with the aim of getting z stuck at 7. of the basic 
module (where z=Qcr,s)), or otherwise with ~(o,s) measuring the length of agreement 
between E and r$, and hinting which number z one should choose for implementing 
the basic module for Pi. An element z gets enmerated at s in the line if a certain 
finite set I~(G,z,s) gets “filled”: this is the case if there is evidence that z is the length 
of agreement between K and P:; subsequently, z may be extracted from the line. We 
order U(a,s) by the entry stages of its elements: for each z E Z(r~,s), let the entry 
stage of z at s be defined by 
e((~,z,s) = least{t : (Vu)[t < u < s * z E Li?(o,u)]}. 
Then for all z,z’ E 2?(6, s), let z -KS” z’ if and only if 
e(a,z,s> < e(b,z’,s) or [e(cr,z,s) = e(o,z’,s)&z <z’]. 
Let R, -Pi. When at s, while acting at ci, we choose an axiom of the form (cZ,f)A @ 
DB) E u/i as in 3. of the basic module, we use the parameters ~(a, z, s), fi( o, z, s) to record 
the finite sets DA, DB, respectively, which have been chosen. 
For every string LT E T (with 101 even), we will also define a finite approximation 
To,S to an e-operator Pa. 
At any given stage, if not otherwise specified, the parameters etain their values from 
the preceding stage. 
For every P-node cr E T and stage s, let 
t(a,s) = 
max{t <s : d C 6,) if any, 
s otherwise. 
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Throughout this proof, if {Us : s E w} is some Ci approximation to a set U, then 
we will write 
if (T G 6, & (V,s)[t(a,s) < t < s * x E V’], 
if (T C 6, and otherwise, 
if 0 $ 6,, 
where we let u[a,O](z) = 0, all z. Similarly, x E U[~,S] means U[cr,s](x) = 1, etc. 
Clearly, if t(o,s) changes infinitely often, then { U[a, s] : s E co} is still a Ci approx- 
imation to U. 
Step 0: Let 60 = 0. For every (T, let F(cr, 0) = E(a, 0) = .Y(a, 0) = T,.,,a = 0; let A0 = 0 
and Co = o. For every CJ and z, let A(o,z,O) = 0. 
Step s + 1: We define 6,+i by induction on its length. Let Ss+i 1 0 = 0. Suppose 
we have already defined 6,+i ] n. For simplicity, let CT = &+I ] n. We want to define 
a string CT+ > 0 such that lcr+l = n + 1: eventually, we will let bs+i 1 n + 1 = CJ+. 
Let Fi+’ = UT_,, F(z,s + 1); similarly, let Eg++’ = UT+,E(r,s + 1). We distinguish 
two cases, according as 0 is a P-node or an N-node. - 
(CT is a P-node) : Suppose that R, = Pi. For simplicity, in the following drop the 
subscript i. Let 
[(a,~ + 1) = max{z E E” : (3 6 s)[cc(o,z,t) n (I$+’ - Fi+‘) # 01) + 1 
(if {zd : (~t~s)[~(a,z,t)n(E~+’ -Fi+‘) # 0]}=0, then let [(a,s+l)=O). Intuitively, 
the parameter {(a,~ + 1) is a lower bound to numbers z, for which higher priority 
requirements do not prevent us from carrying on the restraining activity demanded by 
6. of the basic module for Pi. See also Remark 2.2 below. 
If _Y(cr, s) = 0, then let cr+ = 0 * 0. 
Otherwise, let Qa,s + 1) be the +:-least number in 9(rr,s). 
We say that s + 1 is a-expansionary if either there is some r 5 rs, such that 
E(r, t(cr, s + 1)) # E(r, s + 1 ), or there is no t < s + 1 such that r~ * 0 C &, or !(a, s + 
1)>max{~(a,t):t<s+l&o~6,}. 
1. If ?(Qo,s + 1)) = P~[a,s](~(a,s + 1)) (the construction in fact ensures in this 
case that L(o,s+ l)@Z?UP~[s,s]), then let &=g * 0. Let A(a,&a,s+ l),s+ 1)=0, 
and define [(a,~ + 1) 6 Z(a,s + 1). 
2. Otherwise, if s + 1 is a-expansionary, or, otherwise, /(cr,s + 1) E KS, then let 
CT+ = CT * 0; then choose the least z > Qo,s + 1) such that z E E” - rf[cr,s]. If 
(3coW)[a n E+’ -F,S+‘)=0&p~BS+‘&(c(a,z),cc~B) E Y,], 
then choose a( CJ, z, s + 1) = a and p( CT, z, s + 1 )=/I: for any such a pair a, /I, let tg be the 
least stage such that (V’u)[tp < u Q s + /? C BU] and choose a, p such that tp is minimal 
among all possible choices of such pairs (we say that a and p are chosen consistently); 
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e~~e~~~e the axiom (.z,/~(Gz,s + 1)) E ra,s+t. Let fl(cr,e(rr,s + l),s + I) = 8, and 
define tp(o,s + 1) $z Y(cr,S + 1). 
3. If s + 1 is not a a-expansionary stage, and Qo, s + 1) $ ff”, then let z = t(o, s + 1): 
extract c((T,z) from CT+’ (we use for this the notation c(a, z) /” CS+’ ) and let 
P = uWr,z, 0 : k Rw, t>) E L,,) : 
if Fn(E;+* -Fi+‘)#Q) then let o+=a*O; if Ffl(EG+‘-F;+‘)=fi, then let &=o*l, 
and restruin F in A, i.e. let F(c+,s + 1) = F. (Notice that in this case z keeps on 
being the +:-least element of the line.) 
Remark 2.2. Notice that we may have F(cr * 1,s -t- 1) TI l.&_+o E(z, s) # 0. See also _ 
Remark 2.6 below. 
Finally, whatever the case, if o is a P-node, then let E(o+,s + 1) = 0. Notice also 
that, for every s, if Q is a P-node, then F(a * 0,s) = 0. 
Updating Lf’(a, s + 1) If z # Qcr, s + 1) and z 3 T(o, s + 1 ), then, for all z’ such 
that [(a, s + 1) < z’ < z and ?(z’) = Tt[a,s](z’), enumerate z’ E A(a,z,s + 1). If 
Jo,z,s + 1) is filled at s + 1, i.e. 
Il(a,z,s+1)={z’:~(tr,s+1)~z’~z) 
and ~‘“(z)#f~[o,s](z), then en~erute zfLf’(~,s+l). Moreover, for every z’ < &cr,s+ 
I), let 2’ $ /1(o,z,s + 1). 
(0 is an N-node): Let R, = Nk. Define 
~(6,s + 1) = least{sc E 5, : x $?i Fz+l U .A?~“}. 
For simplicity, let x = x(cr,s + 1). Then, 
1. if x $4 Wks, then let cr+ = o*l;letalsoF(o+,s+l)={x}andE(a’,s+l)=P); 
2. if x E wk,,, then let (T+ = (r * 0; let also F(a+,s + 1) = 8, and E(a+,s + 1) = {x). 
Updating C, A, and r, : At the end of step s + 1, define 
CS” = CS - {s : z 7 cs+l > 
and let 
As+1 - - ( AS- u E(z,s+l) u u F(z,s+l). G&+1 Ghl 
For every o E T (with IO] even), let 
r a,S+t = I’@,# u {{x,D) : {x,0) is operated in P,,,+t at s + 1). 
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2.5. Proof that the construction works 
Since T is finitely branching, we can give the following definition: 
Definition 2.3. Let f be such that, for every n, 
f rn=liminf& In 
s 
where the liminf is taken with respect o 5. 
For every o E T, let H(c) = {s : (7 C 6,). 
Lemma 2.4. For every d c f, we have that lim, F(o,s), lim, E(o,s) exist and these 
limits are Jinite. Moreover lim, [(o, s) exists. 
Proof. We observe that if lim, E(z,s) exists (say lim, E(z,s) = E(r)) and is finite, for 
all r 5 Q, where D c f, then also lim, &(r,s) exists: indeed, if Q is a P-node, then let 
& = lJ,.&W, Fm = Uy+ F(z), and let t be such that, for all s 2 t, for all r 5 o, 
E( r‘, s) zE(r, t). It follows by construction that, at no s > t, can we appoint a set 
a( (T, z, s) with OL( IT, z, s) f7 E, # 0. Hence lim, [(ci, s) = i(o), where 
c(o) = max{z : (3s G t)[a(a,z,s) il (EC - F,) # 01) + 1 
(i(o) = 0 if the set is empty). 
It is then enough to show that, for every CJ c f, lim, E(cr,s) and Iim,F(a,s) exist 
and are finite. The proof is by induction on the number n = 1~~1. 
The case n = 0 is trivial. We observe that in this case 0 = 0, and, for every S, 
F(0,s) = E(0,s) = 0. 
Suppose now that the claim is true of ET = f 1 n, and let G+ = f 1 n + 1. By 
Definition 2.3 and by induction, let tc be a stage such that, for every s > tci, for every 
r 5 o, 
1. r -Q 4+ =9 r $C 6,; 
2. F(r,s) = F(r, t,) (= F(z), say); 
3. E(z,s) = E(z,t,) (= E(z), say); 
4. i(o,s) = i(6&) (= i(o), say). 
For every r 5 o, let P’, = lJr,+F(r’) and E, = &+E(r’). 
There are two cases to be considered. 
_ 
Case 1: Suppose that D is a P-node; say R, = Pia Notice that for every s we get 
E(a+,s) = 0, thus getting that lim, E( CJ+, s) = 8. Moreover, if of = Q * 0, then, for every 
s, F(o+,s) = 0, hence lim, F(a+,s) = 0. 
It remains to consider the case CT+ = cz * 1. In this case, the ~ons~ction ensures that 
lim, /(g, s) exists: let z = lim, [(a, s). Clearly, being rr+ = r~ * 1, we have that z E r$ -K. 
Since z 2 [(a) and there are only finitely many axioms (z,/?) E r (being z 6 ff) we 
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therefore conclude that lim, F(o+, s) = F( (T+ ), where 
Case 2: Suppose that u is an N-node, and let, say, R, = Nk. 
Then lim, x(c.,s) exists, and is equal to ~$0, SO), where SO is the least stage in H(o) 
such that SO > to. Let x(a) = lim,x(a,s). We observe that 
o+ = 
1 
a*0 if x(b) E Wk, 
0*1 if x(o) 4 I& 
We also observe that 
if fr+ = (T * 1, 
otherwise 
and 
if 0+ = d * 0, 
otherwise 
Lemma 2.5. Every requirement is satisfied. 
Proof. We first show that, for every i, the requirement Pi is satisfied. 
Let i be given, and let u C f be such that R, = Pi. Suppose that C = Yfcaei. We 
claim that, for every z 2 [(a), k(z) = r?(z). Assume that this is not the case, and let 
z 2 [(cr) be the least number such that x(z) # r:(z). 
The proof of Lemma 2.4 actually shows that one cannot have B * 1 c f, since 
otherwise the construction would ensure that C(CJ,Z’)E Yf@Bf -C, where z’=lim, &(cr,s) 
(via fixing of a suitable finite set F(o * 1) CA), contrary to the assumption. 
Then CT * 0 c f, and, thus, there are infinitely many stages x at which &(G,s)=z, since 
at infinitely many stages s, the set /l(cr,z,s) becomes filled. Again we may suppose 
that z E $? - r:, otherwise at stages 2 tc at which d(cr,s) = z, we would implement 
part 3. of the construction, eventually getting c(cr,z’) E y/f@” - C, for some z’ such 
that z d z’, since z E 9(0,x), for all s 3 to. 
But if z $ r:, then this means that we are never able to find axioms (z, CI @ ,!I) E Yi 
such that CI n E, = 0 and /? C Bi: then c( CT, z) E C - YfeB,, contradicting the asstmrption. 
We have shown that C = Yf@Bi + R(z) = r:(z), for almost all z. Thus 
C = Yf@” =+ I? <, Bi, as desired. 
We now show that every N-requirement is satisfied. Let k be given and let cr C f 
be such that R, = Nk. For simplicity, let x = x(a). 
l If x 6 wft, then x E A, since x is eventually chosen such that x 4 E,, and we fix x E A, 
since we have cr * 1 c f, and F(o * 1) = {x}. 
l If x E wk, then (r * 0 C f and E(o * 0) = {x}: thus, at almost all s E H(o * 0), we 
get x 4 AS, hence x $! A, since H(CJ * 0) is infinite. 
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Remark 2.6. Suppose that 0 c f is a P-node, and assume that both H(a * 0) and 
H(o * 1) are infinite. For a given z, if s E H(a * 1) then we may have z E F(a * I,s), 
and, thus, z E AS. On the other hand, if s E H(o * 0), then we may have that z $ AS, 
being E(s * O,s)= {z}, for some z 2 g * 0, such that tc 6, and R, is an N-requirement. 
We cannot therefore rule out the possibility that, for some z, lim,AS(z) does not exist. 
We will show in the next section that the set A is in fact necessarily of properly Ci 
e-degree. 
A close inspection of the proof also shows that C E II:, since, for every 0 E T and 
every z, we extract c(a,z) from C at most once (when z +! I?). 
3. Every nonzero Ai e-degree is cuppable 
In this section we prove the following analog of the Posner-Robinson cupping the- 
orem (see [17]): 
Theorem 3.1. For every nonzero At e-degree b there exists a Ai total e-degree a < 0: 
such that 0: = b U a. 
Proof. Let B be a Ai set that is not r.e. and let {BS : s E co} be a Ai approximation to 
B. We want to construct a Ai set A such that the e-degree of A is total and I? 6, B@A, 
and K $e A. Thus, the set A must satisfy the overall requirement 
for some e-operator r. We need also to ensure that I? ge A: this is done by construct- 
ing a Xi (in fact A;) set C such that, for every e, the requirement 
is satisfied. 
We work by induction. At step s + 1 we enumerate axioms of the form (y,BJ 1 
~cE{~})E~, where FEZ?’ - Pp*As, thus defining at step s+ 1 a finite approximation s 
Ps+l to P. 
At s + 1, if y E I’?“, then the biggest number n (if any) for which there is an axiom 
(y, B’ t n f-3 n) E l’, is called the current A-use of y. We rectify P in response to 
y /” I?, by extracting n from A. 
3.1. The strategies 
The atomic module for Ne is as follows: 
1. choose a new witness .x; 
2. while x 6 e!, let x E C; 
3. if x \ e, then extract x from C, and restrain some finite F C A such that 
XE@f. 
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We immediately see that there are conflicts between the overall requirement P and 
the req~rements N,. The problem arises when we want, say, to fix F c A on behalf 
of, say, N,, but there exists some n E F such that, for some y, at the current stage we 
have that y E rs@{n) and at some later stage y /” E-, so that the overall requirement P 
prevents us from fixing n: then we need to rectify r, i.e. achieve y /” rBeA, through 
B-permission, i.e. we need to have BS 1 n $Z B, for all s such that (y, B” 1 n cf, {n}) E r. 
The module for N, modrjied for P: For simplicity, let us drop the subscript e. The 
requirement N must act with r and A in such a way that failure to satisfy N entails B 
r.e. This means that T,A cannot simply respond to K-changes. An infinitary withholding 
of the B-pe~issions needed for N’s A-restraints will only give B r.e. if N initiates 
some defensive activity in relation to P with the potential to filter the B-approximations 
through a kind of weak Modulus Lemma. 
The background activity of P is as previously described (enumerating axioms (y,Bs 1 
n @ (n}) E r as needed), where r is always rectified in response to y ,? E by the 
extraction of n from A. The role of the B-permissions is in allowing us to revise the 
choice of n. While describing the module below, we let n(y) be the current A-use for 
y (if y E i? and such a number n(y) exists), with n(y) E A, where new axioms for r 
only use n(y). 
1. Choose a witness x and define x E C. Choose a threshold z and a number y E g 
(at each later stage), with y > z; 
2. Wait for x E 94, via, say, some finite FA CA; 
3. Does there exist a designated triple {x,&l;), such that y $ TB*(“)? 
(a) If yes, then define F 2 A, extract x from C, and return to 3. at the next stage; 
(b) Otherwise, designate the triple (x, n(y), FA), extract n(y’) from A for each y’ & y, 
choose a new n’ greater than any member of FA to become the new current A-use of 
y’, for each such y’ E E, and return to 2. 
3.2. Analysis of outcomes 
(For simplicity we omit the subscript e.) There is a finitary outcome associated with 
2., in which we get x E C - @ in the limit, and N is trivially satisfied. 
Otherwise, in the absence of any inanity loop through 2., we satisfy N via x E 
@ - C. On the other hand we can argue that no inflnitary loop through 2. is possible: 
if this were the case, then, since B E 48, there would be infinitely many designated 
triples whose first component is x, and for each such designated triple (x, n”, F), there 
would be a stage s^ after which we always have y E PaaIn^); since n^ 4 A, we must 
have B’ t ii C B, some t between the stage at which i is selected and the stage at 
which (x, 6, F) is designated. Arguing as in the Modulus Lemma, we can now conclude 
that each u E B” 1 2, for each such t, must lie in B, and since the stages s^ and the 
corresponding numbers n” are unbounded, and {Bs : s E w} is a C2 approximation to 
B, every ZI E B can eventually be enumerated via this argument. So B would be r.e. 
contrary to ass~ption. 
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Finally, it can be shown that neither of the two perils outcomes for N can injure 
the strategy for I-. See the formal verification below for a more detailed analysis. 
3.3. The construction 
In addition to AS, Cs, r,, at step s we will define the values of several parameters, 
which we briefly describe as follows. The parameter F(e,s) denotes some finite set 
which we would like to fix in A acting as in 3(a) of the module for N, modified for P, 
so as to have XE@, being XE@~(~‘~) (we will want to ensure in this case that x$C). The 
parameter n(y,s) denotes, if defined, the current A-use of y at s, as described above. 
Let {x(e) : e E o} be a recursive pe~u~tion of w: the munber x(e) will be used 
as witness for the requirement Nh. Let also {y(e) : e E o) be a strictly increasing 
recursive sequence of elements of R; y(e) will be used to designate triples for IV, as 
in the modified module for N,. If, at s, we choose the designated triple (x(e),&F) 
because of 3(a) of the basic module, then we let n^(e, s) = n^. The set (i(y,s) consists 
of all possible A-uses of y, appointed prior to and including stage s. The parameter 
E(e,s) will denote a finite set which we want to extract from A in response to 3(b) 
of the basic module for N,, or on behalf of the overall rectification of r. 
At stage s, the parameters which are not being redefined or reset retain their values 
from the preceding stage. At stage s, a number is said to be new, if it is bigger than 
all numbers o far mentioned in the construction. 
Step 0: Let A0 = Co = re = 8. Let E(e, 0) = F(e, 0) = 8, for every e, and, for each 
y, let n(y,O)= t. No triple is designated at step 0. 
Step s + 1: Suppose that we have dealt with each Ni, i < e, and we are not requested 
to pass on to step s + 2. We now deal with N, (if y(e) d s: otherwise go to step s + 2) 
as follows. 
If there are numbers y such that y < y(e) and y E I? - J?‘, then cancel all 
designations for all Nj, with j 2 e; reset all n(y’, s+ 1 ), for all y’ 2 y such that y’&+‘, 
by letting n(y’,s + 1) be a new number; we choose these new numbers o as to have 
y’ < y” * n(y’,s + 1) < ?z(y”,s + 1). 
For each y’ 3 y such that y’ E fi’, let n( y’, s + 1) f U( y’, f + 1). Define U(y’, s) C E 
(e,s + 1) by en~erating in E(e,s + 1) all members of U(y’.s) for each such y’ 2 y. 
Finally, go to step s + 2. 
Otherwise (then I? f y(e) + 1 =Z?+’ 1 y(e) + I), proceed as follows. For simplicity, 
let n(e) = n( y(e), s + 1): we observe that, since y(e) E I?, the construction ensures that 
n(e) is defined (n(e) = n(y(e),s + 1) = n(y(e),s)). 
The following cases must now be considered. 
1. If there is no finite set F such that x(e) E qs and 
Fc A” - 
( ( 
UE(i,s+ l)UE(e,s) U U~(i,s+ l)UF(e,s), 
ice 1) i<e 
then define x(e) E Cstl (notation: x(e) \ P’) and F(e,s + I) = 0. 
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2. Otherwise, suppose there is such a finite set, and let F be the least such a set: 
(a) If there is a designated triple (x(e), 2, F) such that y(e) $ T?@{‘), then (for the 
least such a triple) let F(e,s + 1) = F; moreover, let n^(e, s + 1) = 6; finally, define 
x(e) 6 CSf’ (notation: x(e) /” C”+‘). Then go to requirement Ne+i, if e + 1 < s, 
otherwise, go to step s + 2. 
(b) If no designated triple exists, then designate (x(e), n(e), FA), where 
FA = F U {n(y’,s) : n(y’,s) EM+’ &@y)b(e) Q Y’ d .Y&~.w) E Fl) 
(the reason why we do not just define F(e,s + 1) = F will be clear in the proof of 
Lemma 3.7), and reset all n(y’,s + l), for all y’ > y(e) such that y’ E KS+‘, by 
letting n(y’, s + 1) be a new number; as before, we choose these numbers so as to 
have 
y’ < y” =+ n(y’,s + 1) < n(y”,s + 1). 
For each y’ $ y(e) such that y’ E J?, let n(y’,s + 1) E U(y’,s + 1). De$ne n(y’,s) E 
E(e,s + 1) for all y’ 2 y(e). Finally, let F(e,s + 1) = 0. If 2(b) holds, then go to step 
s + 2. 
Updating of r: At the end of step s + 1, if y E ES+’ -KS (hence n(y, s + 1) 7 ), then 
choose a new n, and let n(y, s+ l)=n. Also, for each y&l rl? (letting for simplicity 
n(y)=n(y,s+l)), if y$r~‘tflcY’l, then add the axiom (y,P’ 1 n(y)@{n(y)})~r,+i. 
At the end of the construction, let r = UsEo r,. 
DeJinition of AS+’ and C’+‘: Define 
A s+l = AS _ f u E(e,s+ 1) U UF( e,s+l)U{n(y,s+l):yEZ?} 
and 
c ~+l=(CS-{X:X/(CS+i})U{X 
3.4. Proof that the construction works 
Let A = {x : (3t)(Vs > t)[x E AS]}. In the following, to take care of the case in 
which some parameters are undefined, let us agree that the parameters take values in 
w U {r}, where we let y< r, for all y E w. We begin with the following trivial 
observation. 
Lemma 3.2. For every y, the sequence {n(y,s) : s E w} is nondecreasing. 
Proof. Immediate from the construction, since when we reset n(y,s + 1) we always 
choose a new number, which is hence bigger than n(y,s). 
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Lemma 3.3. For every e, the following hold: 
1. lim n(y(e),s) and lim, n^(e,s) exist; 
2. lim,F(e,s) and lim,YE(e,s) exist, and these limits are jinite. 
Proof. By induction on e. 
Assume that the result is true for all i < e, and let n(i) = lim,n(y(i),s), t’?(i) = 
lim, n^(i,s); let also F(i) = lim, F(i,s) and E(i) = lim,E(i,s). 
Let s(e) be a stage such that, for all s 2 s(e) and i < e, we have that n(y(i),s)=n(i), 
n^(i,s)=S(i), F(i,s)=F(i), E(i,s)=E(i), and, finally, Z?(e) 1 y(e) + 1 =I? r y(e) + 1. 
Hence, at no stage s 2 s(e), we cancel designations for N,, and we always deal with 
N, at any stage s 2 s(e). 
We first show that lim, n(y(e),s) exists. To this end, by Lemma 3.2, it is enough 
to show that the set 
M(e) = {n(y(e>,s> : s 3 s(e)} 
is finite. Suppose for a contradiction that M(e) is infinite. 
We first observe that, under this assumption, there cannot exist n^ E M(e) such that 
n^ = lim inf, n^(e, s). Otherwise, there would exist some triple (x(e), ti, F) (designated 
at almost all stages) such that, at infinitely many stages s, y(e) $ r:“‘{‘). On the 
other hand, since M(e) is infinite, there would be also infinitely many stages s’ such 
that y(e) E I$‘{“‘). But there are only finitely many axioms of the form (y(e),B’ r 
n^ @ {ii}) E r: so there exists some t such that at infinitely many stages s, B’ / i $ BS, 
and at infinitely many stages s’, B’ 1 ii C II”‘, contradicting that B is d!. 
Since lim inf,Y n^(e, s) does not exist, it follows that 
(Vn E M(e))@t)(Vs 3 t>[y(e> E rf"'n'l. 
This in turn implies that, for each n, there is an axiom (y(e),B’ r n @ {n}) E r 
such that B’ r n C B. Notice that there are recursive sequences {un : n E w} and 
{QI : now}, such that, for every n&I(e), U, is the least stage u such that n=n(y(e), u) 
and u, is the least stage v > u,, at which we define n(y(e), u) > n. Clearly, the 
set 
W = {z : (3 E M(e))[z E n{B’ r n : u, < t < un}]} 
is r.e. 
Claim. W = B. 
Proof of Claim. We first show that W G B. To this end, let z E n{B’ r n : u, < t < un}, 
for some n E M(e). By definition of u,, u,, the set { (y(e),B’ 1 n CD {n}) : u,, d t < v,} 
clearly contains all the axioms of the form (y(e), B’ 1 n @ {n}) E r: since, for some 
such t, we have that B’ / n c B, it follows that z E B. 
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On the other hand, let z E B, let SO be such that, for all s 2 so, z E B’; let II E M(e) 
be such that n > z and U, > SO. Then 
hence z E W. as desired. 
Since M(e) is finite, by Lemma 3.2 we conclude that limsn(y(e),s) exists. This 
trivially implies that lim, E(e,s) exists, since we put numbers in E(e, s), at some stage 
s, only in response to changes in K” 1 y(e) + 1, or following resetting as described by 
2(b) of the construction, but an infinitary resetting takes place only if M(e) is infinite. 
It is left to show that lim, F(e,s) exists. To this end we observe that either there 
exists a stage s’ 2 s(e) such that we never find, at any s > s’, any finite set F such 
that x(e) E cs and 
F G AS - U E(i) U E(e,s) U U F(i) U F(e,s) 
i<e i<e 
(hence x(e)EC- e ) getting lim, F(e, s)=Q; or infinitely many times we implement part 
2. of the construction while acting on Ne; but there are only finitely many triples (since 
M(e) is finite) (x(e),n,F) h w ose designations are never cancelled: by an argument 
similar to the one used to show that lim inf, n^(e,s) does not exist if M(e) is infinite, we 
conclude that G(e) = lim, n^(e, s) exists. If (x(e), i(e), F) is the corresponding designated 
triple, then we have x(e) E e and F = lim, F(e,s), and F CA. It follows in this case 
that x E e - C. 
Lemma 3.4. For every e, the requirement N, is satisfied. 
Proof. Trivial by the discussion at the end of the proof of the previous lemma. 
Lemma 3.5. For euery y, lim, n( y, s) exists. 
Proof. Immediate from the fact that, for all y, there is a least e such that y < y(e), 
and from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
Lemma 3.6. K = TBBA. 
Proof. We first show that K C rBaA. To this end, suppose that y E E’, and, by Lemma 
3.5, let n(y)=lim, n(y,s). By an updating of r, and since B is Ai, it follows that we are 
eventually to enumerate an axiom (y, B’ 1 n(y) @ {n(y)}) E r such that B’ r n(y) G B. 
On the other hand, it is easily checked that n(y) E A, thus y E YBeA. 
Let now y q! K and assume for a contradiction that y E rBeA. Then U(y) = 
lJsEw U(y,s) is finite and eventually U(y) C E(i), for the least i such that y < y(i). 
If y E raeA, then there must exist an axiom (y, BSI 1 n @ {n}) E r enumerated at 
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some step si such that BS’ t n C B and n E 18. Then there exists a (least) e such that 
n E F(e), and y(e) < y. Let s:! be the least stage s 2 s(e) (s(e) is as in the proof of 
the previous lemma) such that we (permanently) designate the triple (x(e),S(e),F(e)): 
for simplicity, let ri = S(e). It is clear that if tY,tyce) are stages at which we define 
n = n(y, ty) and 2 = n(y(e), t,(,)), respectively, then t, B t,(,) (otherwise, when we 
designate (x(e),&F(e)) at ~2, we would have that nEE(e,,s2)-lJi.ceF(i), thus n@F(e), 
a contradiction). Moreover ~1 2 ty and n=n(y,sl) and thus n^=n(y(e),sl); by updating 
r, it follows that if y(e) $ $‘@{‘), he t n we enumerate at si the axiom (y(e),BSl r 
n^ @ (2)) E r; in both cases, being n^ < n, we have that y(e) E rEcfiiB), contradicting 
the fact that n” = lim, n^(e,s). 
Lemma 3.7. The set A has total e-degree. 
Proof. It is known (see [3]) that an e-degree is total if and only if it contains an 
infinite retraceable set, where we say that a set R is retraceable if there is some partial 
recursive function cp whose domain contains R and such that cp(r,+i)=r, and cp(re)=ro, 
where {YQ,Y~,...} ’ h 1s t e enumeration of R in order of magnitude. To show that the set 
A, constructed above, is retraceable, consider the following partial recursive function 
$: given a, search for y,s such that, during stage S, we define a = n(y,s). If no such 
pair is found, then +(a) is not defined; otherwise, we let $(a) be the greatest value 
< n( y, s), if any, taken by the parameters n( y’, s’) during stages ’ Q s and with y’ < y 
and n(y’,s’) E AS; if no such a value exists, then let $(a) = a. To show that li, works, 
one uses the way F(e,s + 1) is defined in step s + 1 of the construction (with the 
additional feature in the definition therein remarked on). Indeed, if $(n(y, s)) = n(y’s’) 
and pt(y, S) E A and n(y’, s’) $ A, then there is some least e such that n(y, S) E F(e), 
but then y(e) < y’ 6 y and then n(y’,~‘) E F(e) as well. 
Finally using standard properties of the embedding I of the Turing degrees into a,, 
we have: 
Corollary 3.8 (Posner and Robinson [ 171). Every nonzero Turi~lg degree <O’ is non- 
triv~~lty c~ppa~~e to 0’. 
4. A low e-degree with the anticupping property 
We have seen that 0: has the anticupping property. On the other hand, an e-degree 
with the anticupping property need not be high, as is shown by the theorem proved 
in this section. As remarked in the introduction, this theorem is also a consequence of
the result announced without proof in [I]. 
Theorem 4.1. There exists a low e-degree c with the a~ti~upping property. 
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Proof. We want to construct a dq set C such that c(=[C],) is low, and an e-operator 
0 such that, letting u = [@& we have that u > 0, and 
We will construct 0 satisfying (tlx,D)[(x,D) E 0 =+ D = {x}]. 
In the rest of this proof, { (Qe, Y,) : e E co} is an effective listing of all pairs of 
e-operators. 
4. I. Requirements 
We will construct a d!j approximation {C” : s E co} to C. The requirements o be 
met in the cons~ction are listed as follows (with e, k, i E w): 
p, : c =: qf@@Z + c=r:~, 
h$ : 0’ # wk, 
Lj : lim @f:(i) exists, 
S 
where Te is an e-operator to be constructed. The requirements P, will be called P- 
requirements; the requirements Nk will be called N-requirements; the requirements Li
will be called L-requirements. 
The priority ordering of the requirements i given by 
PO < No < LO < P, < NI < L, < . . . . 
Throughout his proof, let (52,E”) be a partition of w into two infinite recursive sets. 
Also, we recall the following definition from Cooper [6]. 
Definition 4.2. For every e,x, let 
t &x,s) = {E : (‘v’D)[x E @& + E fl D # 81) 
and let 
t &(x) = (E : (VD)[x E e + E n D # 81). 
4.2. The strategies 
We briefly describe the strategies used to meet the requirements. 
4.2.1. Basic strategy for P, 
In the rest of this subsection, we will drop the subscript e. The strategy aims at 
building an e-operator such that C = T@’ under the assumption that C = YQc@@c. 
Let z be given, and suppose that no z’ < z resides at I(c) or 2(b) below: 
1. If.zEC--T@‘, then 
(a) Choose a new c, E Q such that c, 4 YBc@Qt’; 
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(b) Define c, E C; 
(c) Wait for c, \ Y@c@Qc; 
(d) If c, \ YQc@6c, then choose an axiom (c,, De @ DQ) E Y such that DQ @Do & 
0’ @ @‘, and enumerate the axiom (z, 0~) \ r; while z E C, if z /” T@‘, then go 
back to (c). 
2. If z /” C, then ask: is C,E T sro’(z)? 
(a) If yes, then extract c, from C; 
(b) If no, then restrain some Do C 0’ and DQ G Qc such that (c,,Ds @ DQ) E Y 
(with c, +z! DG)), and extract c, from C. 
As to 2(b) above, we note that the action demanded by the strategy is possible since 
the construction ensures that Oc n Q = 0, thus c, 6 Oc. 
4.2.2. Basic strategy for Nk 
Drop the subscript k: 
1. Choose a new x E E, such that x is not realized (i.e. x $! W at the current stage), 
and enumerate (x, {A-}) E 0; 
2. While x 4 W, keep x E C; 
3. If x \ W, then extract x from C. 
4.2.3. Basic strategy for Li 
If i E @, then fix D C C. 
4.2.4. Interactions between requirements 
The extracting activity of P (at 2. of the basic module for P) does not interfere with 
N, since 2 n 52 = 0. 
On the other hand, any N-requirement Nk below a P-requirement P, may be respon- 
sible for yielding x /” C, where x is a witness for Nk. Then we either rectify r, as in 
2(a) of the basic strategy for P,, or, by 2(b), we get C # Y@@“. Rectification of P 
as in 2(a) may actually start a chain of extractions (x /” C, c, /” C, c,~ / C, etc.), 
of the same priority as N. For a successful rectification of P, it is important of course 
that these extractions be only finitely many in relation to any given N-requirement on 
the leftmost path of the tree of outcomes defined in the next subsection. 
All the other interactions between requirements are dealt with via the tree of out- 
comes. 
4.3. The tree of outcomes 
The tree of outcomes is the set T = 2<” of all binary strings. Notation and termi- 
nology for strings are as in Section 2.3. If 0 E T, then 
l If lo) = 3e, then o is called a P-node. 
l If jcr = 3k + 1, then r~ is called an N-node. 
l If la/ = 3i + 2, then cr is called an L-node. 
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This defines also the re~~~re~en~ assj~n~e~~ c~ian A : T ----+ $2 in the usual 
way: R, = P,, if (r is a P-node and 11~1 = 3e, and so on. 
Finally, let {tJ G : G E T} be a recursive partition of E into infinite recursive sets. 
4.4. Analysis of tree outcomes 
We briefly describe the intended meaning of the tree outcomes, For P-nodes and 
N-nodes, drop the subscripts for simplicity. 
l If d is a P-node, then the outcome 1 is finitary, and corresponds to l(c) (giving 
c E C - YQccBYc, some c) or 2(b) (giving c E YQc*yc - C, some c) of the basic 
strategy for P; in both cases, we get C # !I@‘%@. 
Otherwise, the outcome 0 corresponds to the in~nita~ outcome of a successful 
rectification of P; we observe that the infinitary outcome involving a disagreement 
c E C - y18c~oc due to an infinitary loop through l(d) does not in fact occur since 
C will turn out to be low. 
o If CT is an N-node, then the outcome 1 corresponds to the case in which we eventually 
get a witness x that never becomes realized, thus obtaining x E Oc - W. The outcome 
0 corresponds to the case in which we get a witness x that eventually becomes 
realized, giving x f W - 0’. Both outcomes are finitary. 
l If o is an L-node, then both outcomes are finitary. If R, = &, then the outcome 1 
corresponds to the case @)(VS 2 t)[i# @g]; the outcome 0 corresponds to (3t)(‘v’s 2
t)[i E tP$. The latter outcome is achieved by fixing some finite set D C C such that 
i E @j’, and is the successful outcome when (Fs)[i E @il. 
4.5. The construction 
We build 0 and C by induction. At step s we define 0, and Cs. Eventually we 
will let 0 = Usfo 0, and C = {z : (3t)(Vs 2 t)[z E C”]}. 
At step s we will also define a string 6, such that ]SS] = s and the values of several 
parameters. 
If cr is a P-node, (R, = P,, say), and s is a stage, then the basic strategy for R, 
assigns to every z which is en~erated in CS a number c, which will be denoted by 
c((T,z,s); in fact when we assign c(o,z,s) to z at S, then for every u > s we have 
c( ET, z, u) = c(cr, z, s). The parameter F( CT * 1, s) denotes a finite set that we want to keep 
in C so as to get c((~,z,s)E Y,“‘“@’ -C, where z is the least element such that C(z) # 
I$ (in fact, z E r,“’ - C): we note in this case that to this end we extract c(o,z,s) 
from C” by letting E(G* 1, s)= { c((I,z, s)}. We also define a finite approximation Pa,s to 
an e-operator T,,. The finite set Z(o,s) will keep track of the numbers on which R, is 
injured by higher priority requirements. The construction ensures that lim, Z( (T, s) exists 
and is finite. We will also make use of parameters Y(~,s), /I(a, z, s), ((a,~) similar to 
those used in the proof of Theorem 2.1 to measure the length of agreement between 
C and Tee. 
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If CJ is an N-node, then x(a,s) denotes the current witness of R, at step s (with 
s > 0), chosen so as to satisfy X(CJ, s) E Wk,s_l H ~(0,s) $! 0% (if, say, R, = Nk). We 
also let F(a * 1, s) = {x(G, s)} if and only ~(0,s) is not realized at s (F(o * 1,s) = 0, 
otherwise), and we let E(a * 1, s) be a finite set to be extracted from C on behalf of 
rectification of all Tr, with R, of higher priority than R, through 2(a) if {x(c,s)} is 
realized at s (E(a * 1,s) = 0, otherwise.) 
If rs is an L-node, R, = Li, say, then F(o * 0,s) denotes some finite set which we 
want to keep in C, so as to get i E @F. 
For every 0 and s, let t(a, s) have the same meaning as in the proof of Theorem 
2.1, and let H(a,s) = {t <s : CT C 6,) (thus t(o,s) = maxH(o,s), if H(a,s) # 0). 
Moreover, given a Ci approximation {U” : s E co} to a Ci set U, let the expressions 
U[o,s](x), x E u[a,s], etc. have the same meaning as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
Remark 4.3. It is understood that, in the construction below, each parameter retains at 
step s + 1 the same value, if any, as at step s, unless otherwise specified. At any stage 
s, by a new number we mean any number bigger than all numbers so far mentioned 
in the construction. 
Step 0: Let 60 = 00 = Co = 0; for every G, let F(o,O) = E(o,O) = 0; for every o 
and z, let C(CJ,Z, 0) =r; finally, for every 6, let x(a, 0) =T and Tfl,o = 0. 
Step s + 1: We define Bsfl by induction on its length. Let &+I 1 0 = 0. Assume 
that &+I r n has been already defined, and, for simplicity, let (T = &+I 1 n. We 
want to define a string of > g such that 1 gf 1 = 101 + 1: we will eventually define 
6 s+l 1 n + 1 = cr+. Unless otherwise specified, after defining cr.+, pass on to define 
ds+l In+2 ifn+2<s+l. 
If at step s + 1 we are redefining the set F(o+, s + 1) or the set E(o+,s + 1) (i.e. 
F(a+,s) # F(a+,s + 1) or E(a+,s) # E(a+,s + l)), then we discard all c(z,z’,s), all 
z’ and all z such that cr+ 5 z and c(z,z’, s) 1, by letting c(z,z’, s) E Z(z, s + 1) and we 
go to step s + 2. Finally let Ei+’ = UT+ E(z, s + 1) and Fi+l = UT+, F(q s + 1). 
As usual we distinguish three cases,according as g is a P-node,-an N-node or an 
L-node. 
(a is a P-node): Suppose that R, = P,. 
Let c(a,s+l) = max Z(a,s+l)+l (ifZ(o,s+1)=0, then simply let [(a,s+l)=O). 
If 9’(o) s) = 0 then let o+ = r~ * 0. 
Otherwise, for simplicity, let z = Qo, s + 1) and proceed as follows. 
1. If C[a,s](z) = r$[o,s](z) (in this case the construction in fact ensures that 
z6C[cr,s]nr$[o,s]), then let o+=o*O. Let /1(cr,z,s+1)=0, and dejkez$Af(o,s+l). 
2. IfH(a,s+1)=0, orz>max{&(o,t):tEH(o,s+l)}, then let &=g*O, and 
Zet F(a * 0,s + 1) = 0. Otherwise, 
3. If c(o,z,s) T, then choose a new number CEQ- Y& (with c > z); define CEC?’ 
(notation: c \ Cs+’ ); let c(o,z, s + 1) = c (we say that we assign c to z at s + 1)); 
finally, let o+ = d * 1. 
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4. Otherwise (for simplici~, let c = c(o,z,s)): 
f3a) If z E C[o,s] - r$[@,.s], then proceed as follows: 
If there exists no pair of finite sets DQ,D, such that 
and, for all x E DO U Do, 
(E;+’ - F;+‘)$! t E@(X,S + 1)u t E@‘(X,S + I), 
and c E Yz’D*e, thenletrr+=a*l andF(rr,s+l)=(c,z}; 
Otherwise, choose consistently such a pair Dg,Dcg, (i.e. as in the proof of Theorem 
2.1 in such a way that SDa is minimal among such pairs); then let (I+ = @ * 0; 
enumerate the axiom (z,De> E I’o;s+II Finally, let A(cr,z, s + 1) = k$ and define 
z$~(o,s+I). 
(3b) If z E &[cr,~] - C[a,.s], then 
If CE t &r@r’e (z,s+l), then let o+=a*O; 
otherwise, let Ds,D@ be the least pair of finite sets, such that (c,Ds $ DQ) E Ye,,, 
c$Dcg,, and for allxEDoUDee 
(E;+’ - F;+‘)$ t E@(X,S f I)U t &@qX,S + 1); 
let o+ = CT * 1; extract c and z from C ‘+I, by letting E( CI * 1, s + 1) = (c, z}; for each 
y E D5 choose the least finite set HY such that H,, nE;+l = 0 and (y,H,,) E OS, and 
similarly for each y E Dee choose the least finite set KY such that KY fl Ei+’ = 0 and 
(Y,&) E %,,; let 
F(a*l,s+l)= u HYU u KY. 
YEDO YE& 
Updating _Y(a,s + 1) : If z’ # &(a,~ + 1) and z’ 2 i(a,s + l), then, for all z” such 
that [(a,~+ 1) <z” <z’ and C[a,s](z”) = r$[a,s](z”), enumerate z”E_~(G,z’,s+ 1). 
If A(b,z’,s + 1) is filled at s + 1, i.e. 
.A(cT,z’,s + 1) = (2” : <(c&s + 1) < 2” < 2’) 
and C[o,s](z”) # F$[qs](z”), then e~~erate z’ E U(cr,s + 1). Moreover, for every 
2” c ((0,s + l), let z” q! A(o,z,s + 1). 
((7 is an N-node): Say R, = Nk, Given any X, let E be the least finite set such that: 
(a) x E E. 
(b) If z E E then, for all 7 _: 6, 
c(7,z,s+1)l~c(7,z,s+1)EE: 
we call the least set E satisfying (a) and (b) above at s + 1, the c-closed set at s + 1 
with apex x. 
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Let x(e,s t 1) be the least x such that 
where E is the c-closed set at s + 1 with apex x. 
For simplicity, let x = ~(6,s + 1). Then: 
1. If x $ w,,s, then let 6” = CJ * 1 and F(cr+,s + 1) = (x}. 
2.Ifx~W&, thenlet~~=ff*O,F(~*O,~+l)~~,andlet~(~*O,~+l)bethe 
c-closed set at s + 1 with apex x. 
Finally, let {x, {x}) E OS+1 . Moreover, for every X(X, t), t < s, such that the c-closed 
set E’ at s + 1 with apex x(q t) is such that E’ n Fsf’ # 0, let E’ 2 CS+l, by letting 
y \ Csil, for ail y E E’. 
(ci is an &node): Say % = Li. If there is some finite set D such that D n I?:+” = 0 
and i E @& then let a+ = (r * 0, and /et F(o * 0,s -I- 1) = l3, where D is the least such 
set. Otherwise, let CT+ = B * 1. 
4.6. Updating the set C, and the operators 
At the end of step s + 1, let 
C ‘+I = 
i 
Cs-- u E(z,s+ 1) 
i . 
U u F(z,sf l)U(c: c ‘.Js+l). 
c&4 G&+1 
At the end of the construction, let rP=UsEo r,,,, for every a~ T, and O=Usfw 0,. 
4.7. Proof that the co~st~ction works 
Since T is a finitely branching tree, there exists an infinite branch f through T such 
that, for every n, 
.f [ n=liminf& 1~2, 
s 
where the liminf is taken with respect o 5. 
Lemma 4.4. For every 
for every z 5 6, 
1. E(z,s) = E(z,t,); 
2. F(z,s) = F(t,t,); 
3. x(z,s) = x(z, t,); 
4. Z(q.s) = Z(z, tc). 
(T c f, there exists a stage tG such thut, for every s 2 ta and 
Moreover, if G is a P-node and 5 * 1 c f, then lim, C(a,s) exists. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number n = la), where crcf. Clearly, if cf 
is a P-node or CJ is an L-node, then, for every s, ~(7,s) =T. 
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If n = 0 then the claim is trivial since, clearly, r~ = 0 and, for every s, E(0,s) = 
F(0,s) = Z(0,s) = 0. 
Suppose now that the claim is true of CT c f, where /cr/ = n. Let (r+ c f be such 
that jcr+j = n-i- 1. 
Let &, be a stage such that H(o+, 1,) # 0 and, for every s > t,, for all z 5 6, 
1. z -iL b+ * z $ 6,; 
2. E(z,s) = E(z, &) (= E(z), say); 
3. F(z,s) = F(z,t,) (= F(r), say). 
Let E, = U,.+E(z) and F, = lJr+ F(z). It follows from this that for all s 2 Q, 
for all z, if c(o,&) ==I and c(rr,z,s+~) 1 (i.e. the number c(a,z,s) is assigned to .z at 
s + 1 ), then (tfu >, s)[c(o,z, s) 4 Z(cr, u)]. Hence lim, Z(cr, s) exists and thus lim, i(cr,s) 
exists: let 6( cr ) = lim, <( ~7, s). 
For simplicity, for all z > c(o) to which we assign c(a,z,s) at some s 2 to, let 
c(0,z) = c((f,.z,s). 
We consider the following three cases. 
(CT is a P-node): Suppose that R, = Pe. We first observe that if & = cr * 0 then, for 
every s, F(a+,s) = E(a+,s) = 0. 
If gf = IT * 1, then we claim that lim, {(o, s) exists. We observe that, since (T * 1 c f, 
we cannot have lim, [(o, s) = co. Thus let z = lim inf, b(o,s). If, at some to 2 ta at 
which cr C a,,,, we have that z = d(cr, to) and z $4 C[ci, to], then, since o * I C 6, and 
z > [(cr), we are able to fix pe~anently at to suitable finite sets DQ & Oc and De C @2, 
so that lim,F{a+,s) exists: more precisely, 
$nF(a+,s)= u H, u U K? 
YE& YE& 
where HY, KY are suitably chosen finite sets such that, for every y E Do, we have 
that (y,H,) E @to, and for every y E DQ, we have that (y,Kr) E Ot,. In this case, 
Iim,E(~f,s)={c((7,z),z~. We ako observe that, for all s>to, ~$97, then z=lim, &(o,s). 
Moreover, c(o,z) E Y~c’@’ - C. 
The other possibility to consider is that at any s 2 f@, at which trG6, and z = ((a,$), 
we have z E CY. Since this happens infinitely often, we are never able to find axioms 
(z,De $ DQ) E Ye which yield cfqz) f !I’,““““~. Thus we ensure that c(o;z),z E C, 
in particular obtaining z = lim, e(cr, s). 
(CJ is an N-node): It easily follows that there exists t 2 tcr such that, for every s >, t, 
we have that ~(6,s) =x(c~,t) (=x(b), say). 
If cr+ = (T * 1 then lim,F(o+,s) = {X(D)} and lim,E(a+,s) = 0. If (r+ = CF * 0 
then let t’ 2 t be such that X((T) becomes realized at f’: then lim, F(a+, s) = 8 and 
lim, E(&,s) = E(s+), where E(o+) is the c-closed set at t’ with apex x(o). 
(d is an L-node): Suppose that R, = Li. If there is a finite set D such that i E @$,, 
for some s’ B fLr, and D n E, = 0, then we have that o+ = D * 0 and lim,F(a’, s) = D, 
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for some such least D. Otherwise, for all s 2 t,, we have that there is no D with 
D rl E, = 0 and i E es. Hence lim,F(a+,s) = 0. 
Finally we are able to show that all the requirements are satisfied. 
Lemma 4.5. Each requirement is satisfied. 
Proof. Given 0 c f, let to be the stage defined in the proof of the previous lemma. 
(The P-requirements): To show that for every e, the requirement P, is satisfied, let 
g c f be such that R, = P,. We will in fact satisfy 
C = YF’““: j C =* r@:. 
If r~ * 1 c f, then, by the previous lemma, let z = lim, [(a,~): by the proof of the 
previous lemma, it follows that C(c(a,z)) # ul,“‘“““(c(cr,z)). 
Otherwise, let cr*O c f, and assume that C = YF’@@:. We want to show (Vz 2 i(o)) 
[C(z)=P$(z)]. To this end let z 2 {(a) be the least number such that C(z) # T@:(z). 
Assume that z E C, hence c(o,z) 4 Z(o) and c(a,z) E C: it easily follows that we 
can enumerate an axiom (z,D) E rg such that D C @. Otherwise, we would have a 
disagreement c(o,z) E C - YfCerPE, since for no axiom (c(a,z),De @ Dy) E Y we 
would have De @ Dy C 0’ @ @. 
Suppose now that z $! C, but z E I$. Since z 4 C, there is some N-requirement 
which demands the extraction of z on behalf of its own satisfaction (that is, extraction 
of some witness X) and subsequent P-rectification of higher priority P-requirements. 
Notice that it follows that c(a,z) $ C as well, by action of the same requirement. 
Under the assumptions, and since 0 * 0 c f, we come to the conclusion that c(a,z)$ 1 
E~““~(z), but then, by choice of tg and since Q n E = 0 (hence c(e,z) 6 @), we 
oc@zJ; 
would be able to define c(a,z) E Yy, - C, via fixing of some DO @ DQ C Oc @ @p,“, 
contradicting that cr * 0 c f. 
(The N-requirements): Let (T c f be such that R, = Nk. The claim is immediate by 
Lemma 4.4: indeed, we get 
x(a) E w, ++ X(c) $! C % x(g) @ @, 
since the construction ensures that we are eventually able to appoint some witness x(a) 
such that the c-closed set E(a * 0) with apex x(a) satisfies E(o * 0) f~ F, = 0. 
(The L-requirements): Let cr C f be such that R, = Li and assume that there is an 
infinite sequence of stages s such that i E @$, but i 4 a$‘, i.e. suppose that there is no 
stage s B t, such that d 2 6, and F n (E, - Fo) = 0 for some finite set F. Then there 
exist infinitely many stages s’ 2 T, and finite sets F such that i E e3, and F 2 C”‘. 
Since, for any such F, we have that F n E, # 0, the construction shows that this can 
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be the case only if there is some node z c Q such that z * 0 c r_r but 7 * 1 G &, and 
F(z * 1,s’) f? E, # 0: but this can happen only in response to having, for some z, 
z E I’$[z,s’] - C[z,s’] (where R, =I’,) in which case we would be able to permanently 
fix the finite set F(z* 1,s’) in C, permanently extract z, c(z,z) from C, and consequently 
achieve z * 1 c f, a contradiction. 
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